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Planetary migration in weakly magnetized turbulent discs Baruteau, Fromang, Nelson & Masset, submitted



Clément Baruteau DAMTP, University of Cambridge Ringberg, Jun. 14th 2011



Tidal torque on a type-I migrating planet In a 2D non-magnetized disc, the torque exerted on the planet encompasses: 1. the differential Lindblad torque (angular momentum carried away by spiral density waves) → drives migration inwards e.g., Ward 1997



streamlines



horseshoe region



Gas density perturbed by a 10 Earth-mass planet



2. the corotation torque (exchange of angular momentum with the planet's horseshoe region; powered by advection-diffusion of potential vorticity and entropy) → drives migration inwards or outwards e.g., Paardekooper, Baruteau & Kley 2011



Tidal torque on a type-I migrating planet The case of a 2D magnetized disc is less well-known. Assuming a toroidal B feld, the torque on the planet should include: 1. the differential Lindblad torque, 2a. the corotation torque at weak B field (where its properties are unknown) or



Density in a 2D MHD disc with plasma parameter β=2, perturbed by a 5 Earth-mass planet



2b. an additional “magnetic” torque at strong B field, which accounts for the angular momentum carried away by slow MHD waves



Terquem 2003, Fromang et al. 2005



Questions we (try) to address



- Horseshoe dynamics and corotation torque with MHD turbulence? - Impact of MHD turbulence on the differential Lindblad torque? - Does the presence of a magnetic field and/or turbulence lead to an additional torque?



Density in a 3D MHD disc with β=50, perturbed by a Saturn-mass planet



Model description . 3D ideal MHD global simulations with NIRVANA and RAMSES codes . No vertical stratification, locally isothermal equation of state . Toroidal initial B field with net fux β = 50 (NIRVANA) and 400 (RAMSES) . Planet on a fxed circular orbit . Mass added to the disc: → 20 orbits



→ 15-20 cells per H at planet location



→ (planet subject to type I migration)



I - Disc model with an inner cavity



planet



midplane density



x



I - Disc model with an inner cavity



planet



midplane density



(all after planet insertion)



x



I - Disc model with an inner cavity midplane density



x



Torque on planet: comparison with similar laminar viscous disc models, without magnetic feld



→ suggests the existence, in the long term, of an unsaturated corotation torque in MHD turbulent discs



II - Disc model with a power-law density profile planet



midplane density



x



Saturn



No planet



Horseshoe dynamics with MHD turbulence



Jupiter



Streamlines time-averaged over ~ 5 orbits at planet location



Time-averaged torque on planet



= differential Lindblad torque + corotation torque



= differential Lindblad torque



Time-averaged torque on planet



= differential Lindblad torque + corotation torque



= differential Lindblad torque



horseshoe region



Time-averaged torque on planet (no corotation torque in nonmagnetized 2D disc models)



Time-averaged torque on planet (no corotation torque in nonmagnetized 2D disc models)



Conclusions In weakly magnetized turbulent discs (β ~ 50) . differential Lindblad torque ~ unchanged . an unsaturated corotation torque still exists, with an additional contribution due to the presence of a toroidal B field . planet trap mechanism (inner cavity) might still work see also Uribe et al., accepted



Perspectives . comparison to 2D MHD disc models (corotation torque at smaller β ?) . migrating planet ? . inclusion of non-ideal MHD effects (dead zone)



Horseshoe region: MHD turbulent vs viscous discs



MHD turbulent



Laminar viscous
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Torque Wrenches 

stores such as Sears (Craftsman) and Home Depot. (Husky) and on the weh from tool sellers such as Snap-. On (www.snapon.com), Avery Tools (www.avery.
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torque specification - Cap'n Hector 

500. 36. Axle hub x Drive shaft. 216. 2,200. 159. Lower suspension arm x Steering knuckle. 98. 1,000. 72. Steering knuckle x Dust cover. 8.3. 85. 74 in.Â·lbf.
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Differential GPS 

Feb 14, 2013 - Tiis iurticle cones the we of diferential corrections on GPS receivers. WHe the example of a Garmin receiver is used the article chordd be ...
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Handy Torque Limits Reference 

HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS. NO MATTER WHAT TYPE of homebuilt proj- ect you're working on, you're going to run into many different types of fasteners.
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Is It Really Torque? 

No matter what they call it most pilots correctly use the rudder to counteract it. Right away, this should be a clue that the trouble is not in the rolling plane at all!
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The Whatley Torque Stand 

Jan 12, 1982 - P.O. Box 474. Allendale, SC 29810 ... built at low cost from readily avail- able materials. ... business letter size envelope. The self-addressed ...
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Spin-torque building blocks 

Dec 17, 2013 - provides an efficient tool to manipulate â€” precisely, rapidly and at low energy cost ...... arrays of interacting harmonic spin-torque nano-oscillators110 ,111. ... performed before the first hybrid spintronic/CMOS hardware pro-.
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Spin torque memristor 

1.2 mA. 1.0 mA. Powe r den sity (nW/GHz/mA. 2. ) frequency (GHz). 0.8 mA. Precessionnal state. Spin Transfer Nano-Oscillators. 6. H > H c. STT. H. P. AP. E ...
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Is It Really Torque? 

seems to have a following these days. First of all, an engine ... To describe another example of how incorrect tech- niques can develop, a ... 4 Captions in periodicals of the pre-World War I .... the two most important issues at hand. EAA will ...
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Differential 8 

errors to 0.002% or less for 1000Î© source impedances. A. 106Î© load impedance will .... seven (MPC507A) or 15 (MPC506A) OFF channels ap- pearing at the ...
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Starters... Lightweight... High Torque 

increased starting torque. But until now, not lower cost. What does it take to retrofit a starter to your Lycoming engine? After careful study you can adapt a starter ...
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torque specification - caphector.com 

Part tightened. NÂ·m kgfÂ·cm ftÂ·lbf. Bleeder plug. 8.3. 85. 73 in.Â·lbf. Parking brake equalizer lock nut. 5.4. 55. 48 in.Â·lbf. Master cylinder x Brake booster. 13. 130. 9.
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Force and torque sensors 

Nov 2, 2006 - card and the IRC optoelectrical angular position sensor. 2) Measure the masses of .... Table 2: f=100 Hz, 24 bits, 2,5 Volts, 4mV/V. Weight (kg) ...
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Torque Use Instructions - rootjunkysdl.com 

Install Android Software Torque a) Copy software to phone from CD b) Install Software. 3. Connection OBDII a) Search OBDII Bluetooth ...Missing:
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Torque ... or is it? 

left", and line 63, "Torque effect in the climb will be quite .... (left) rudder may be applied to complete the ... engine fails, the drag of the dead engine and the pull ...
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Differential GPS 

for Category One (CAT 1) approaches. ... the government to remove much of the ... about the best a normal GPS unit can ... accuracy required for precision ap-.
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Infectiologic differential diagnosis 

transmission are being discussed: mother-child transmission, blood transfusions, ...... [277] Francis DA, Brown A, Miller DH, Wiles CM, Bennett ED, Leigh N. MRI.
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Lecture 11: Differential Geometry 

Feb 28, 2000 - 11.1.3 NormalsandTangentPlanes . .... If a true differential geometer were to read these notes, he would probably cringe. This is a highly ...
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+ Differential stress - Olivier Lacombe 

Twinning of minerals depends on the magnitude of the shear stress which has been ..... and plotted with the theoretical curves for a critically stressed crust under ...
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The Principles of Thread Torque 

Suppose six bolts attach a propeller to a hub, or a ... be defined as a force tending to produce rotation. The ... Several firms make them and they come in a variety of styles. ... 2. The tilt under bolt heads created by surfaces which are not parall
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10 Yaw-Wise Torque Budget 

Maintaining zero slip angle while maneuvering requires coordinated use of the .... explicit left rudder (or dial in left-rudder trim) to undo the compensation and.
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Craft & Technique: Torque Wrench Care 

When you use any wrench, you have a feel for how tightly ... Most wrenches, though, were sent in just to verify they were .... writer and consultant based near.
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Digital Differential Pressure Adapter 

return to normal operating conditions before using it. WARRANTY. The DPA1 ... Copyright © 2018 Kane USA Inc. All Rights Reserved. iOS® and Android™ are ...
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11 Roll-Wise Torque Budget 

Of course the skid itself will also cause a boat turn to the right. .... propeller blades, so the propwash has a certain amount of rotational motion in addition to the ...
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